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MOVIE IS…





Roger Ebert

Welles was never again to direct in 
Hollywood after making this dark, 
atmospheric story of crime and 
corruption…named best film at the 
1958 Brussels World Fair,

in America it opened on the 
bottom half of a double bill, failed, 
and put an end to Welles' 
prospects of working within the 
studio system.



TOUCH OF 
EVIL

the film has always been a favorite of 
those who enjoy visual and dramatic 
flamboyance.

…the best approach for anyone seeing 
the film for the first time: to set aside 
the labyrinthine plot, and simply 
admire what is on the screen. 

The movie begins with one of the 
most famous shots ever made,
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• The destinies of all of the 
main characters are 
tangled from beginning to 
end, and the photography 
makes that point by 
trapping them in the same 
shots, or tying them 
together through cuts that 
match and resonate. The 
story moves not in a 
straight line, but as a 
series of loops and coils.



• Is there a resonance between 
the Welles character here and 
the man he became? The story 
of Welles' later career is of 
projects left uncompleted and 
films altered after he had left 
them. To some degree, his 
characters reflected his feelings 
about himself and his prospects, 
and “Touch of Evil” may be as 
much about Orson Welles as 
Hank Quinlan.



From Movies of the 50s

• In a certain sense, this movie 
recapitulates the themes of Welles 
previous works. As in Citizen Kane
(1941), he depicts the collapse of a 
powerful egomaniac, who forfeits 
his integrity as he loses touch with 
the real world.



Dark City: 
The Lost 
World of Film 
Noir by Eddie 
Muller

• Welles pulled out all the stops to prove he 
was still a viable artist and commercial 
filmmaker. Quinlan’s (Welles’ character) 
debasement mirrors Welles’ own fall from 
grace. Like Quinlan, Welles made a career 
of half-baked convictions, in which wild 
intuition and flagrant grandstanding were 
passed off as determined, well-crafted 
work. Like Quinlan, he surrounded himself 
with toadies who worshipped his brilliance, 
no matter how jerry-rigged. Like Quinlan, 
he made up outrageous lies about anyone 
who dared criticize his working methods or 
personal habits.



•Welles could have been the most original talent of 
the century, but his uncontrollable ego and appetites 
left his ability squandered in exhilarating but 
disappointing productions.
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Film Noir: 75 
Years of the 

Greatest Crime 
Fiction

Quite possibly no director had a greater impact 
on film noir than the erratic genius Orson 
Welles.

…his greatest work in the tradition is arguably 
1958’s Touch of Evil.

Noir expert and novelist Jake Hinkson: “It’s the 
sleaziest noir ride ever. Welles wanted to push 
noir as far as it could go, and he comes pretty 
close to pushing it to the edge of insanity.”



More Than Night by James 
Naremore

*In deep focus, the foreground, middle ground, and 
background are all in focus.

No Hollywood movie before Touch of Evil so skillfully 
explores the possibilities of wide-angle tracking shots 
and deep focus* compositions and very few create a 

more jagged, out-of-kilter look.



The Devil Thumbs A 
Ride & Other 
Unforgettable Films by B. 
Gifford

• Welles is at his most imposing in 
this exhausting exercise in high 
energy, self-conscious noir. The 
movie moves like Welles, slowly 
but with concentrated effort 
designed to maximize the result. 
And it works --- almost unlike any 
other picture that so purposefully 
sets out to achieve a dark effect. 
Welles uses every trick in the book 
to make this a spooky case, but it 
still take some indulgence and 
patience to allow the smoke to 
settle in all the right places.



The movie is full of 
wide upsidedown

and slanted camera 
angles. It’s shot in 
almost complete 
darkness; bodies 

move in and out of 
the light.

…the landscape 
becomes an 

integral part of the 
entire scheme, 

almost like another 
character whose 

attitude and 
bearing forces 

others to modify 
their behavior.



DIALOGUE

“Come on. Read my future for me. What’s my 
future?”

“You haven’t got any.”

“What do you mean?”

“ Your future is all used up.”

---------------------

“He was a bad cop but he was some kind of 
man.” 



•BEFORE
•THE
•MOVIE



Movies of 
the 50s

• With Touch of Evil Welles brought the 
era of the classical film noir to a 
worthy end. All of these movies had 
shared a fundamental doubt about 
modern man’s capacity to understand 
the world he inhabits. Here, Welles 
brought this skepticism to a head in a 
formerly spectacular fashion. Extreme 
camera angles and a distorting wide-
angle lens…extremely fast tracking 
shots and an unusual depth of field 
make it difficult for the viewer to 
orient himself within the frame, and 
the relative structure of the movie can 
only be described as labyrinthine.



Prof. Andrew 
Spicer, Oxford 
University

•“Touch of Evil is a 
deliberately 
disorienting, confusing 
film” with a “sense of 
a waking nightmare.”



Film Noir: The Dark Side of the Screen by F. 
Hirsch

• Comparison of The Maltese 
Falcon with Touch of Evil

Touch of Evil can be seen as the last , 
brilliant flourishes of noir’s 
decadence. Welles’ baroque and 
masterly orchestrations of effects 
stands in sharp counterpoint to 
Huston’s measured rhythm…the two 
films indicate an overall development 
within the noir canon from objective 
to subjective points of view, as Sam 
Spade’s cool outsider’s view of the 
criminal scene is replaced by the 
agitated view point of the crackpot 
sheriff who dominates the later film. 
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• A cheap little thriller about a 
power-mad sheriff is 
transformed by Welles’ 
operatic style, into a 
galvanizing vision of evil.



• Los Robles, the shabby border town, is a symbol of chaos, of 
a world in which Good and Evil began to bleed into one 
another long ago.



AFTER THE MOVIE



From The Philosophy of Neo-Noir edited by M. 
Conard

•Think of Touch of Evil at the very end of classic 
noir: it moves the action out of Los Angeles and 
into another country, Mexico, and into the 
desert, giving noir a new kind of danger.



Le Monde:

• “A tough and lovely film of stunning beauty. The death-
throes of a lion. In the words of Gilles Deleuze*,the king 
of kings in this tale of martyrdom is the story of great 
cinema itself.”

• *French philosopher who, from the early 1950s until his death in 1995, 
wrote on philosophy, literature, film, and fine art.




